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Movin’ & Lubin’ Opens Second 
Vehicle Repair Shop in New Berlin 
New location focuses on fleet repairs, service 
 
New Berlin, Wis. – Movin’ & Lubin’, the Milwaukee-area’s pioneer in mobile 
vehicle and fleet repair solutions, has opened its second complete service and 
repair center in New Berlin for commercial vehicles, trucks and autos. 
 
“We’re thrilled to open our second vehicle solutions center, and proud that we’re 
building a company focused on customer service, camaraderie and respect for one 
another,” said Jared Bell, one of 2 owners of Movin’ & Lubin’. “We owe a profound 
thanks to all the loyal customers who have supported us, and look forward to 
building positive relationships in New Berlin and beyond.” 
 
Founded in 2003, Movin’ & Lubin’ originated the concept of providing on-site vehicle 
repairs and maintenance in the Milwaukee area. Now with two permanent locations, 
the company sets the standard for unmatched scope of services and customer 
satisfaction, no matter where work is performed.  
 
The new location, 2350 S. Commerce Drive, focuses on servicing the hundreds of 
commercial and fleet vehicles in New Berlin’s industrial parks and surrounding west 
suburban areas. The 10,000-square-foot facility is a complete vehicle solutions 
center, offering everything from oil changes to engine replacements, bodywork to 
brake repairs. 
 
Movin’ & Lubin’s trained professionals specialize in unique vehicles and their 
equipment, such as lift gates, reefer units, light bars and shuttle buses. Hearkening 
back to the company’s roots, Movin’ & Lubin’s commercial vehicle experts will still 
travel to customers’ locations to provide on-site maintenance and emergency 
services. 
 
The New Berlin service center complements Movin’ & Lubin’s original location at 
1595 S. 38th St., Milwaukee. Both shops service automobiles and trucks of all types, 
for both retail and commercial customers. More details are available at 
www.movinlubin.com. 


